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ART.1 The contest is divided into the following sections: 
 
SEZIONE A “Published poetic anthology”: all the poets residing in Italy or 
abroad can participate to this section with a poetic anthology published between 
1st January , 2009 and 28th February 2010 
 
SEZIONE B “Unpublished poem”: all the poets residing in Italy or abroad 
can participate to this section with one unpublished poem in Italian language or 
in foreign language, with parallel translation, any theme, but not over 35 lines. 
 
SEZIONE C “Woman poetry”: any woman, any age, can participate to this 
section with one poem in Italian language, not over 35 lines, with the theme 
“fighting violence against women”. 
All the poems participating to this section will be eligible for the CIF award 
only (not the Mons Aureus award). 
 
ART.2 Every poet can participate in all sections. 
 
ART.3 How to partecipate 
 
For the A section: the poetic anthologies should be sent six (6) copies, 
accompanied by a statement signed, with name, address, phone number, fixed 
and mobile, and e-mail.  
 
For the B and C sections: the poems must be unpublished and should be sent  
six (6) copies: five  (5) anonymous and one (1) signed, with name, address, 
telephone number and email. 
 
ART.4 The poets must send all the copies in one envelope. The envelope 
should only contain the letter of the chosen section(s). 
 
 
ART.5 Personal data will be treated according to D.Lgs. vv 196/2003. 
 
 
ART.6 6 All the anthologies or/and the poems must arrive by mail (or handed 
to the secretary office) within the due date which is August, 7 2010 to the 
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following address: 
 
PRO-LOCO MONTELEPRE  
Premio Internazionale di Poesia  
“Mons Aureus” Città di Montelepre  
via Roma n.5, 90040 Montelepre (PA) 
Sicilia, Italia 
 
ART.7 Participation is FREE 
 
ART.8 The prize-giving is scheduled in September 2010 at the most famous 
Ventimiglia’s tower-castle in Montelepre 
 
ART.9 PREMI: Will be awarded: 
 
For the A Section 
The three best poetic anthologies 

- Awards: the rarest Mons Aureus trophy, made by the sculto Salvore 
Rizzuti, travel and subsistence.  

 
 

For the B Section: 
The three best unpublished poems 

- Awards: the rarest Mons Aureus trophy, made by the sculto Salvore 
Rizzuti, travel and subsistence.  

 
- The youngest winner poet will receive a prize offered by Prize Mons 

Aureus Ambassador Renata Pucci di Benisichi in Zanca 
 
Sezione C:  
The best themed poetry: 

- Award offered by Centro Italiano Femminile, travel and subsistence. 
 
ART.10 The awards will be given only on the prize-giving date, to the winner 
or to a person appointed by him/her to receive the prize in his/her name. 
 
 
ART.12 “SPECIAL AWARDS”  
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* The jury may assign other prizes by motivating the choice. 
 
* The mayor of Montelepre e the President of the Prize, with the High Council 
of the jury, assign the INTERNATIONAL PRIZE FOR CULTURE “MONS 
AUREUS” to a  famous person.  
 
ART.13 The Jury decision is final 
 
ART.14 The poems will not be returned. 
 
ART.15 The participants accept all the articles included in this list and 
authorize the possibility of publishing their poems remaining thus “owners” of 
their works. 
Any breach of this regulation is excluded from the competition. 
 
ART. 16 The president of the jury is Dante Maffia.  
 
ART.17 The results will come out on the web www.monsaureus.it and 
www.montelepreweb.it and on different literary sites  
 
ART. 18 All the participants are invited to the Prize-giving event. The winners 
will be acknowledged only on the Prize-giving date. 
 
ART. 19 For information : 
PRO-LOCO MONTELEPRE: tel/fax 0918984763.  
THE PRESIDENTE OF THE PRIZE: Leonardo Gaglio 328673039 
leonardo.gaglio@hotmail.it. 

The Mayor of Montelepre 
Giacomo Tinervia 

 
 

The President of the Montelepre’s Pro Loco 
Antonino Cristiano 

 
 

The Presidente of the Prize 
Leonardo Gaglio 


